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10 EXTRAORDINARY PRESENTATIONS
FROM THE MASTERS OF THE
NEW ENERGY REVOLUTION
Since 2012, connoisseurs of rare and priceless
information on game-changing technologies
have flown into the Spokane, Washington area
from all over the world to attend the Northwest’s
best-kept-secret. This secret, that most locals
have never heard of, is the Energy Science &
Technology Conference and this is its 5th year.
What kind of people attend this
conference and what are they coming to learn?
Attendees include professors, government
officials, inventors, hobbyists, laymen, and
others who want to learn from the very people
that are considered to be the pioneers of the
modern-day breakthrough energy, Tesla Science
& Free Energy movement.
The presenters have included worldrenowned legends, geniuses, and thought
leaders such as John Bedini, Peter Lindemann,
Eric Dollard, Jim Murray, Paul Babcock, and
others.
Some of the presentations include Four
Quadrant Representation of Electricity by Eric
Dollard (the only man alive to have replicated
Tesla’s wireless ground transmission
technology), Open System Thermodynamics by
Peter Lindemann (an internationally recognized
authority of the Tesla & Free Energy Sciences),
Crystal Batteries by John Bedini (a name that is
synonymous with the top quality audio amplifiers
and exotic electromagnetic energy

technologies), and dozens and dozens of others.
The entire catalog is on the homepage of A
& P Electronic Media at http://emediapress.com.
This is a 3-day event that goes from Friday
to Sunday, July 8, 9 & 10 at the Hayden Eagle’s
Lodge in Hayden, Idaho.
One of the most popular presentations was
a demonstration of lighting 50 watts of light bulbs to
full brighness with a net draw from the power
supply of only 1 watt. This has nothing to do with
wild and crazy “perpetual motion” claims.
That’s what’s unique about the Energy
Science & Technology Conference - You actually
see demonstrations of these kind of machines.

SPOKANE TESLA SOCIETY
Your local source for authoritative information on the real Tesla
Sciences. Visit our homepage and and join the FREE mailing
list to be notified of upcoming meetings that will be held in the
local area. http://SpokaneTeslaSociety.com

A & P ELECTRONIC MEDIA SAMPLE CATALOG
FULL CATALOG AT - http://emediapress.com

http://thequantumkey.com

http://waterfuelsecrets.com

The Quantum Key by Aaron
Murakami is a simplified Unified Field
Theory for the layman that overturns
Einsteinian physics. This is accomplished with elementary school math
and junior high school equations. A
simple model reveals what time, space
and gravity really are in a way that any
junior high school student can understand. This allows one to see that not
only can there be systems that produce more energy output
than input, but that they
already exist. Many examples are included.
Water Fuel Secrets by
Aaron Murakami is a perfect companion to Ignition Secrets. The book and
video presentation is considered by
many to be the most important document in the world on water fuel science.
It shows that it is an effort in futility to
try to run an engine purely on HHO
(electrolyzed water gas) and further
explains that it is necessary to mix ionized nitrogen from the air with the HHO
in order to prevent the formation of the
water molecule after combustion. That is how you get
the thermal energy out of the
water.
Battery Secrets and Battery Rejuvenation by Peter
Lindemann are landmark presentations that have set the standard for
battery charging and rejuvenation
technologies. Armed with this knowledge, many people around the world
have set up battery rejuvenating businesses, which are very profitable but
also green. What the student learns
is that a lead acid battery is essentially a water fuel cell that makes or
breaks a water molecule depending
on whether the battery is being discharged or charged. With nothing
more than water and electricity, 80%

http://ignitionsecrets.com

Ignition Secrets by Aaron Murakami
gives a step by step walk-thru on various ignition methods including his
patented Plasma Ignition. It burns
water on contact by instantly dissociating hydrogen from the mositure
in the air and from the hydrocarbon
fuel itself, extends the lead burn limits, drops pollution to near undetectable levels and even lowers the operating temperature. Aaron even created a high speed pulsed
electromagnetic motor
that operates from this
same circuit.

Open System Thermodynamics by
Peter Lindemann teaches about a
branch of physics that describes how
any system that is open to free environmental input can do more work than the
operator of a system has to provide. The
bottom line is that an open system can
freely output more energy than we have
to pay for on the input. Many physicists
and engineers are unaware that Thermodynamics was corrected
almost 40 years ago to show
that this is completely possible and does not violate
http://
any laws of physics.
opensystemthermodynamics.com
of lead acid batteries that are doomed
for the dump can be rejuvenated back to
80% to 110% of brand new. That’s right some used batteries have been brought
back to a capacity that is higher than a
brand new equivalent right off the shelf.
This knowledge is intended to be used
with the world famous Tesla Charger battery charger and rejuvenator line at http:/
/teslachargers.com, which was founded
by Aaron Murakami and Peter Lindemann of A & P
Electronic Media. Both presentations are available at
http://batterysecrets.com

MEET THE FOUNDERS OF A & P ELECTRONIC MEDIA

Aaron Murakami, BSNH is committed to the development and dis- Peter Lindemann, D.Sc. is a Science Historian, an inventor, author,
tribution of highly disruptive knowledge. He is a former owner of Top lecturer, and researcher. He is the author of The Free Energy Secrets
o’ the Line Total Health Shoppe in Spokane and of Cold Electricity, the Electric Motor Secrets films, Battery Secrets,
and co-author of the Bedini SG Handbook series.
has spearheaded many ventures. He is a consultPeter worked with John Bedini during much of the
ant to several technology groups. Aaron is a coearly development of the advanced battery charging
founder of Energetic Forum & Energy Science
technology, starting in 2004. Peter is a world renowned
Forum that boasts a membership of over 130,000.
expert on Tesla technolgies and was a board memHis books include The Quantum Key & A Course
ber for the legendary Borderland Sciences Research
in Mind Power. He is the inventor and patent holder
Foundation. Peter has retired from day to day operaof the world’s most efficient plasma ignition systions, but remains fully engaged in the mission of
tem that actually ignites water in an engine.
getting this information out!

The Bedini SG series by Peter
Lindemann and Aaron Murakami is
a set of plans that allows you to build
a model of John Bedini’s patented
machine that runs from one battery,
turns a wheel, charges a second battery and lights some lights. Many
models of the device have run “indefinitely” while producing useful outputs. If you build a bigger one, it will
do more. But with any new activity, it
is always best to start at the
beginning. The Bedini SG is
miniaturized Tesla technology
and many thousands of
Magnetic Energy Secrets Part 1 &
2 by Paul Babcock will show you that
the 170 year old claims that magnets
are not a source of energy is completely false. One of the most important concepts to understand is that
the strengh of the magnetic field is
absolutely not proportionate to the
amount of electricity used to produce
it. This rubs the conventional scientists the wrong way but you will see
indisputable proof and will learn of a
simple experiment you can do on
your own, which has the skeptics running for cover. Paul Babcock is a bril-

people around the world have built one
but few have achieved the results that
John Bedini has documented. What is
so amazing about this machine is that
although the output battery can capture
over 90% of what left the input, if you
measure the mechanical work done in
the wheel, that accounts for almost 30%,
which means there is about 1.2 times
more work in total being done than what
was provided by the input battery. This
is accomplished by sticking to the parameters of open system thermodynamics which allows this to happen.
http://bedinisg.com
liant engineer who has studied Tesla and
other innovators over the years. He has
been able to apply what he knows to
build transformer technologies that are
cool to the touch, which is supposed to
be impossible. You will enjoy Paul’s
down to Earth way of explaining difficult
concepts in very simple ways. You will
also enjoy learning about his experience
of getting kicked out of a well-known university for trying to show these experiments that make a mockery of
textbook science. http://
magneticenergysecrets.com

Electric Motor Secrets Parts 1 & 2
Advanced Motor Secrets by David
by Peter Lindemann shows several
Squires, E.E. is the most complete
principles that can be applied to off
tutorial ever released to the public on
the shelf motors to increase their efhow to design "super-efficient" elecficiency. Imagine having a motor
tric motors. All aspects are covered,
speed up by increasing the work you
from the theory, to the math, to the
try to get on the output. This video
design methodologies, to the physiseries is the foundation to Advanced
cal model. If you have ever wondered
Motor Secrets by David Squires. Anywhether real electric motors that give
one serious about learning
you more on the output
practical modifications that
than you supply on the ingive dramatic results in
put actually exist, this premotor technology needs
sentation will rock your
this series.
world!
http://advancedmotorsecrets.com
http://electricmotorsecrets.com

WHAT MAKES A & P ELECTRONIC MEDIA DIFFERENT?
Many publishers are getting on the green
energy bandwagon and some of them even
become best sellers in the digital marketplace. But here is one question to ask yourself.... When are they going to talk about
something other than carbon emissions, climate change or the same copy and pasted
repackaged information that everyone else
is printing? What about real solutions that
catapult us past the typical paradigm by proposing solutions and science that transforms
the very way we view energy and its sources?
A & P is different because it has
aligned itself with the most highly-acclaimed,
world-renowned leaders in the exotic energy
category. There are over 130,000 members

that have joined Energetic Forum and Energy Science Forum and we have over
92,000 subscribers. Our catalog boasts about
80 different books, videos and combo packages that are A & P Electronic Media’s
exclusives. This library absolutely delivers the
knowledge necessary to trigger an advancement in the energy paradigm.
Every year, the Energy Science &
Technology Conference produces nearly a
dozen presentations that help build the A &
P Electronic Media catalog.
The fact that these distinguished
members of the global energy community are
willing to have A & P Electronic Media publish their work, then that in itself is evidence

that you are in the right place at the right time
and have finally found a publishing company
that you can call home.
Opportunities are never lost, they just
go to someone else. Please spread the word
by sharing this paper with your friends, family, co-workers or anyone else that may appreciate knowing the truth about abundance physics, open systems and the fact
that you can indeed have a system that produces more work than you pay for.
If you are looking for a financial opportunity by helping to spread the word about
this work, consider joining the A & P Electronic Media Affiliate Program:
http://emediapress.com/affiliate-program/affiliate-program-signup/

FREE TESLA RELATED ENERGY
SCIENCE PRESENTATIONS ON
CONNECTED TELEVISION
TESLA MEDIA NETWORK™ on ROKU
(You must login to your account first before
clicking on the below for it to work.)
https://my.roku.com/account/add?channel=teslatv

TESLA MEDIA NETWORK™ on the Opera
Network Includes TiVo, Samsung and Sony
Blu Ray players, LG smart TVs,
Sony and Sony Bravia smart TVs, RCN
cable network, and all devices with Opera
software. Also several European platforms
like SwissCom.
(Coming soon on these networks so keep
searching!)
http://TeslaMediaNetwork.com

In further support of the
publications produced
by A&P Electronic
Media, I have produced
my website, titled
FREE ENERGY. This
site is to introduce you
to the information in this
field that has already been released into
the Public Domain. So, if the products
in this Newspaper seem interesting to
you, but you’d like to learn a little more
before purchasing any of them, then
spending a little time on my website
might be just what you need.
This site teaches the scientific
principles of how FREE ENERGY is
made possible. After all, free energy is
just another way of saying “energy
available from Nature.” So, if you are
looking for plans for a “home power
plant” for $200, I’m sorry to tell you, but
no such plans exists, or are ever likely
to exist!

If you want a quick over-view
of what really is possible, just go to
my Home Page at:
http://free-energy.ws
From that page, you can
navigate to anywhere else on the
site. Take a look at our Energy
Philosophy page, or our section on
Conservation or Heat Pumps,
available from the Technology pulldown Menu.
I think you will quickly see that
our approach is practical, that our
science is sound, and our solutions
are available right now! All of the
information on the website is free,
with ample links back to the
extraordinary library of cutting-edge
products produced by A&P.
Thanks for getting involved in
the REAL energy revolution!
Peter Lindemann, D.Sc.

Tesla’s Hidden Discoveries by Jim
Tesla’s Radiant Energy by Peter
Murray will be one of the most unique
Lindemann is a powerful presentaand entertaining presentations on the
tion that shows you the truth about
topic of Tesla that you have ever seen. It
Tesla’s Radiant Energy systems,
is both humorous and informative while
which have been a mystery for over
Jim takes you on his path to what led
100 years. Many Tesla “experts” are
him into his work today, which includes
more than willing to give you a fancy
developing some of the most efficient
high voltage spark show, but in realdrag free generators in the world. Jim
ity, there are only a handful of people
Murray is also one of the world’s leading
around the world that actually have it
experts on mechanical resonance amright. When you understand what
plifiers, which Tesla was inTesla understood, you will
volved in. Amazingly, there is
see that he envisioned an
little available on this proentirely different form of
found topic except for Jim’s
electricity than the one
http://teslasradiantenergy.com
teachings.
we have today.
http://teslashiddendiscoveries.com
Four Quadrant Representation of
Electricity by Eric Dollard is a presentation that has been simplified for
most layman when it comes to his
very famous Four Quadrant Theory.
Back when Telsa was around, General Electric hired Charles Proteus
Steinmetz to figure out what Tesla
really had and to develop the math
that
makes
it
engineerable. Eric Dollard
is today’s Steinmetz and
Tesla combined.
http://fourquadranttheory.com

Lone Pine Writings by Eric Dollard
is based on a series of papers, which
he wrote while in Lone Pine, California. Learn why electrical engineering "turned left" and abandoned its
mathematical underpinnings. Find
out "what electricity really is" and how
it was correctly engineered at the
dawn of the Electrical Era! Eric
Dollard is the undisputed
Tesla master of the world
and is thought to understand the nature of electricity beyond any other person
alive. http://lonepinewritings.com
PAPERBACK ON AMAZON: http://feelthevibe.com/amazon/1518815936

Wireless GIant of the Pacific by Eric
Dollard presents the historical & technical details that gave rise to the great
transmission facility installed at
Bolinas, California. What makes the
original transmission technology so
special is that it was instantaneous,
which means there literally is no velocity. This is done by longitudinal
electrostatic propagation instead of
transverse electromagnetic waves.
This is yet another one of
many examples of how
and why Einstein is wrong.
Three other documents are
included.
http://evgrayrevealed.com
http://wirelessgiantofthepacific.com
Classic Energy Videos is a collection of many hours of films on “free
energy” technologies including some
old Borderlands classics by Peter
Lindemann and Eric Dollard. Most
of these videos are over 20 years
old, and were produced before the
"modern communication age".
Never the less, they set the stage
for the modern Free Energy movement that is gaining
ground every day. Back
then, we didn't know that
the First Law of Thermohttp://classicenergyvideos.com
dynamics was WRONG.

The Real History of the Ed Gray Motor by Mark McKay is the definitive history on this legendary motor that put out
many times more power than it took to
run. It appears to have been inspired by
Nikola Tesla’s technology. This is not a
how-to book but rather a historical record
of facts that Mark was able to gather by
flying all over the country talking to Ed
Gray’s family members, investors, engineers, etc. There are two parts to this
series and both are available as a package. Ignition Secrets by Aaron
Murakami is recommended
since the plasma ignition circuit is an analogy of the Gray
Tube circuit.

http://freesolarsecrets.com

Solar Secrets by Peter Lindemann
is a FREE DOWNLOAD. This book
exposes the solar industry’s misinformation regarding solar panel efficiency. It also shows you exactly how
to build equalization into the battery
bank to greatly extend the life of the
batteries. Additionally, it shows how
to actually charge lead acid batteries properly so that the chemistry is
reversed back to like-new on a full
charge cycle. Armed with this information, you will be light years ahead
of the tyipcal consumer who may be
interested in putting a solar energy
system on their home.

How to Build a Jet Engine by Aaron
Home Energy Savings Guide by
Murakami is a comphensive package
Peter Lindemann & Aaron Murakami
showing exactly how to build a very
reveals many cost saving technolohighly efficient turbojet engine that is
gies and strategies that other books
more efficient, and runs cooler and
in the same category simply do not
slower than comparable jet engines.
discuss. With their background and
This shows one of the test engines
experience in energy technologies,
for Aaron’s plasma ignition system.
you’re getting an authoratative guide
For the design, the flame tube inside
that has set the standard since 2009.
was designed by his friend Michael
Learn the real insulative rule of
John Nunnerley who is the patent
thumb, cutting edge off the shelf
holder for the world’s most
products, heat pump hot
efficient heat exchanger.
water heaters that we
This is sure to be a hit with
predicted years ago and
the DIY hobbiest.
http://homeenergysavingsguide.com
more!
http://howtobuildajetengine.com
A Course in Mind Power by Aaron
Lessons in Advanced Perception by
Murakami is one of the most unique
Harold Schroeppel was the primary
mind power books in the Western
training curriculum at The Institute for
world. Aaron shares exercises based
Advanced Perception in Oak Park, Ilon his experience of what works and
linois, starting in 1960. The training
not just because they’re supposed to
grew out of over 10 years of experiwork. Aaron is the one and only promental work. During this time in the
tege of Rodger Estes who was the first
1950's, hundreds of mind developnon-Chinese Qigong master certified at
ment techniques were researched and
the qigong delegation in Beijing. Aaron
tested for their effectiveness. Many
is a natural psychic but is also a trained
ancient techniques from Yoga, Martial
Technical Remote Viewer. Combine this
Arts, and other Eastern
with his technical backteachings were tested on
ground in the aetheric enthousands of volunteers.
ergy sciences and you will
These are the ones that
be many steps ahead when
worked!
http://lessonsinadvancedperception.com
http://acourseinmindpower.com
you read this book.

OPEN SYSTEM THERMODYNAMICS
It has always been a myth that a system cannot produce more work than we have to put
into it. Skeptics claim this violates the laws
of physics and this is a phony perpetual motion claim. Little do they know that in 1977, a
Nobel Prize was given to a chemist and thermodynamicist named Ilya Prigogine for his
work on Open Dissipative Systems. It was
said that this extended the field of thermodynamics, but in reality, it corrected it.
As long as a system is open to free
environmental, external input, it can produce
more work than we have to pay for at the
input. Every refrigerator already does this as
the total heat moved can be hundreds of percent more than the electrical equivelant that
we pay for in electricity to run the compressor. However, as soon as the same principle

is applied in electrical or mechanical circuits,
it suddenly becomes a big taboo.
The principle is very simple - if a child
inputs 1 unit of energy to fly a kite for a certain period of time and the wind inputs 9 units
of work, that is 10 units of work going into
this system. If half of all this input is wasted
in bad kite design, friction, etc. this kite flying
system is only 50% efficient and is nothing
to brag about. However, 5 parts of flying work
were accomplished, which is 500% more
than the child had to input so the child did
indeed get a 5 times net gain in work accomplished compared to what he input. This is a
completely valid and legitimate free energy
system that is open to environmental input.
This is the principle at work in many
legitimate free energy machines such as the

Bedini SG, Veljko 2 Stage Oscillator, Paul
Babcock’s electric motor and others - and of
course, this principle does not violate any
laws of physics. In fact, the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics doesn’t even apply to anything
in the entire universe because there is no
such thing as a closed system.
Get a copy of The Quantum Key by
Aaron Murakami and Open System Thermodynamics by Peter Lindemann. Between
these two, you will have an understanding of
the real thermodynamic principles that describe the natural universe, which have been
left out of the textbooks for the last 40 years.
http://thequantumkey.com &
http://opensystemthermodynamics.com
Michael Waters will be continuing this
conversation at the upcoming conference.

BATTERY REJUVENATION
THE WORLD’S MOST
ADVANCED BATTERY
CHARGING SYSTEMS
Tesla Chargers prevented thousands
of tons of batteries from winding up
in the scrap yard.

Tesla Chargers SUCCEED
where other chargers fail!

http://teslachargers.com

THESE MAGNETS
SAVE YOU MONEY
ON ENERGY AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS
Based on an M.I.T. Professor’s
Patent and Verified by the
U.S. Department of Energy

http://magnetizerproducts.com

A & P’s Book Magnet
Secrets Reveals the Method
http://magnetsecrets.com

Lead acid batteries have a bad reputation
but in fact, they are a near perfect battery.
It is not the battery technology that is the
problem, it is that no battery charger
company has ever made a charger
available that can properly charge them that is until John Bedini set a new standard
and changed the game.
After a couple million dollars in
research and development and many
years later, Tesla Chargers, based out of
Spokane, Washington, still remains the
world’s leading distributor for these game
changing battery charger-rejuvenators
and solar charge controllers, which give a
theoretical infinite life span to lead acid
batteries.
The primary reason that lead acid
battery life plummets is that all other
battery charging technologies on the
market chronically undercharge the
batteries. The battery industry wants you

to believe that by pushing the batteries to
13.8 to 14.8 volts and letting the battery
settle above 12.6 means it is fully charged,
but nothing could be further from the truth.
The graph below is from a book that
is nearly 100 years old that taught farmers
how to keep their batteries indefinitely good.
The secret is to push the batteries over 15
volts until it peaks and the voltage then
drops. If that doesn’t happen, the battery
chemistry has not reversed - lead acid
battery chemistry is indeed 100%
reversible.
The voltage drop means that the
internal impedance of the battery drops and
this is evidence that the final layers of
sulfation have dissolved back into the
electrolyte - this is the “topping event” that
brings the battery to like-new condition after
each charge cycle.
Learn
more
http://teslachargers.com

at

2016 ENERGY SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS - http://energyscienceconference.com/2016-schedule/
FRIDAY

GRAY MOTOR? (90 min)

ON YOUR OWN BREAKFAST

1030am~1040am BREAK (10 min)

700am~630pm REGISTRATION CHECK IN (all day)

1040am~1210pm JOHN BEDINI – SURPRISE PRESENTATION (90 min)

830am~845am AARON MURAKAMI – WELCOME & INTRODUCTION TO THE CONFERENCE (15 min)

1210pm~200pm NETWORKING/SOCIALIZING & PAID LUNCH OR ON YOUR OWN LUNCH
(110 min)

845am-915am KEN ROCHON – SHARING THE BREAKTHROUGH ENERGY MESSAGE (30 min) This is part of the Conference welcome and orientation.

200pm~330pm GRAHAM GUNDERSON – MAGNETIC IMPLOSION TRANSFORMER (90
min)

920am~1050am – MORAY B. KING – FROM NANOBUBBLES TO BALL LIGHTNING:
AN OVERVIEW OF NEW ENERGY POSSIBILITIES (90 min)

330pm~340pm BREAK (10 min)
340pm~510pm PAUL BABCOCK – TO BE ANNOUNCED (90 min)

1050am~1100pm BREAK (10 min)
510pm~520pm BREAK (10 min)
1100am~1230pm –PROFESSOR ROBERT M. HARALICK – PARAMAGNETIC AND
DIAMAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENTS, ROBERT M. HARALICK, GUY OBOLENSKY,
LOREN ZANIER (90 min)
1230pm~215pm NETWORKING/SOCIALIZING & PAID LUNCH OR ON YOUR OWN
LUNCH (105 min)

520pm~650pm JIM MURRAY – FUNDAMENTALS OF THE TRANSFORMING GENERATOR (90 min)
650pm~700pm BREAK (10 min)
700pm~830pm POSSIBLE EXTRA PRESENTATION (90 min) TO BE ANNOUNCED

215pm~615pm ERIC DOLLARD – ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION IN MULTIPLE COORDINATE SYSTEMS (240 min) THERE WILL BE A 10 MINUTE BREAK AT 345PM IN
THE MIDDLE OF THIS PRESENTATION.

830pm~1100pm NETWORKING/SOCIALIZING/VENDOR ROOM & PAID DINNER OR ON
YOUR OWN DINNERTIME

615pm~630pm BREAK (15 min)

SUNDAY

630pm~800pm POSSIBLE EXTRA PRESENTATION (90 min) TO BE ANNOUNCED
800pm~1100pm NETWORKING/SOCIALIZING/VENDOR ROOM & PAID DINNER OR
ON YOUR OWN DINNERTIME

ON YOUR OWN BREAKFAST
900am~1030am MICHAEL WATERS – OPEN SYSTEM PHYSICS AND THERMODYNAMICS (90min)

SATURDAY

1030am~1040am BREAK (10 min)

ON YOUR OWN BREAKFAST

1040am~1210pm SPECIAL PRESENTER – SURPRISE PRESENTATION (90 min)

800am~600pm REGISTRATION CHECK IN (all day)

1210pm~200pm NETWORKING/SOCIALIZING TIME & ON YOUR OWN LUNCH (110 min)

855am~900am ANNOUNCEMENTS (5 min)

200pm~400pm PANEL DISCUSSION – COULD RUN LONGER (120 min)

900am~1030am AARON MURAKAMI – PULSED PLASMA MOTOR – KEY TO THE

400pm~7pm NETWORKING/SOCIALIZING & ON YOUR OWN DINNERTIME – END OF
CONFERENCE

WIND POWER GONE MAD?
The wind power industry is simply out of its
mind and the way wind generators are designed is clear evidence that mass hypnosis
works!
If you haven’t noticed how ludicrous this
is - you have a giant 3-blade propeller where
the fan blades makes up about 3% of the area
that it covers while turning. That means that
the wind is able to blow through 97% of the
empty space doing absolutely nothing.
On top of this, the blades are designed
with the same aerodynamics used to design
aircraft. That means the blades slip through the
wind with minimum resistance.
The wind industry should be utilizing a
design that actually lets the wind create AS
MUCH DRAG AS POSSIBLE on the turbine
so that a minimum amount of wind will impart
the maximum amount of push.
Otherwise, the conventional designs are
actually accomplishing nothing more than utilizing a maximum amount of wind to generate
a minimum amount of electricity and that literally is complete insanity. And, our tax dollars

are subsidizing this nonsense? Tesla said it
best, “The scientists of today think deeply instead of clearly. One must be sane to think
clearly, but one can think deeply and be quite
insane.”
Michael
Waters has an extensive
background in aerodynamics and is now
changing
the
game. This is a picture of a wind turbine where 100%
of the surface area
is availble to be
pushed on by the
wind, the wind will
divert outwards to some slots in the side that
are biased in one direction and this method
allows one to generate electricity in winds LESS
THAN 1 MPH!
Learn more:
http://emediapress.com/2016/02/02/wind-power-in-less-than-1-mph/

DISCUSSION
FORUMS
Energetic Forum
108,439 Registered Users
http://energeticforum.com

Energy Science Forum
29,960 Registered Users
http://energyscienceforum.com

Energy Science & Technology Conference 2016
10 NEW PRESENTATIONS & 1 PANEL DISCUSSION!

Another * EXCLUSIVE * One-Of-A-Kind Energy Conference
When: Friday July 8th, Saturday July 9th & Sunday July 10th, 2016
Where: Eagles Lodge, 1520 W Wyoming Ave, Hayden, ID, 83835

http://energyscienceconference.com
THESE ARE SOME OF THE PRESENTERS YOU WILL BE LEARNING FROM!

PAUL BABCOCK

AARON MURAKAMI

JOHN BEDINI

ERIC DOLLARD

GRAHAM GUNDERSON

JIM MURRAY

PRESENTATIONS INCLUDE
John Bedini - Surpise Presentation
Graham Gunderson - Magnetic Implosion Transformer
Eric Dollard - Electrical Transmission in Multiple Coordinate Systems
Aaron Murakami - Pulsed Plasma Motor
There’s a whole lot more!
Although there are many wonderful energy
conferences around the world, this conference is the only one where you actually see
the “impossible”. For example, at the 2013
Conference, John Bedini showed one of his
famous SSG Energizers running in a special mode where it ran on a battery and
charged a battery with all the recovered energy - then, the input battery charged back
up by itself in front of the entire audience.

Many make these claims, but this is the conference where it actually happens. Contrary
to popular belief, this kind of technology actually does not violate any laws of physics.
The entire field of thermodynamics has been
extended since 1977 to include these kinds
of systems when Ilya Prigogine won the
Nobel Prize for “Open Dissipative Systems.”
It changed the world but hardly anyone noticed. This is also the only conference where

you will get to meet Eric Dollard - the only
man alive who has replicated many of the
longitudinal technologies developed by
Nikola Tesla. Some people like to give you
high voltage spark shows to impress you
about Tesla’s work but here is where you
learn what Tesla was really working on and
it isn’t about a light show. See who else is
speaking at the 2016 Energy Science &
Technology Conference.
http://energyscienceconference.com
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